achieve some mastery can take a significant
amount of time. When players are tired,
errors in technique are bound to creep in
even with high levels of motivation.
For example, when learning how to
apply more spin to the second serve, it may
take 40 trials to achieve some acceptable
level of success. Once a player reaches
that level, the next step is to overlearn the
skill to set the habit for that day. Following
the general rules of motor learning, a
player needs to hit about 50% more trials
than the number it took to reach the initial
level of success. That translates into 20
more serves if it initially took the player 40
serves to learn to spin the ball adequately.
Altogether, this example would require that
a player hit 60 serves, a number that can be
tiring for young players.

Repetition during practice is needed to faciliate
the mastery of any new or modified skill.

Review Previously Learned Skills Each
Practice
Far too often, coaches and players skip this
critical step in practice. As soon as the
warm-up and stretching are done, the next
task should be to review skills learned
previously to set habits with minimum
interference from new skills. The time
spent need not be long, but should contain
enough trials for players to groove the shot
and feel confident in it. This practice time
is the critical time for overlearning skills to
insure that they will hold up under match
pressure.
Introduce New Skills When Players are
Fresh
After the review of previously learned
skills, the next segment of practice should
be learning new skills before fatigue sets in.
Players who are tired either physically or
mentally will find it frustrating to try to
learn new skills. Even when they are fresh,
the repeated trials to experiment and

Insist on Practice at Match Play
Intensity
Many players spend too much time on the
practice court that leads to fatigue,
boredom and lack of attention to detail.
Take a cue from top professional players
who have learned to practice for shorter
amounts of time at high levels of intensity.
Andre Agassi is a prime example of a
player who maximises his time on the
court. Andre moves at match speed and
focuses totally on the task at hand followed
by a brief rest. These short intensive work
periods, which typically last 10 to 15
minutes, simulate the pattern he needs to
follow in match play. The alternative
pattern of stretching out drills into longer
periods can often lead to sloppy technique
and reinforcement of bad habits caused by
fatigue or inattention.
Budget Time to Work on Both Strengths
and Weaknesses
A common mistake made by players who
are approaching an important match is to
work extra hard on their weaknesses in
efforts to improve them. The result is often
frustration over lack of progress and an
erosion of self-confidence. Practicing the
week of a match should focus instead on
players’ strengths to build confidence and
fine tune the shot patterns they plan to use

in match play.
Spend little time on
weaknesses and plan to work on them
during times of the season when match
play is not scheduled.
Add Variety to Every Practice
Practice sessions will be more fun for both
players and coaches if they constantly
change within a consistent structure. While
the parts of the practice and the sequence
should essentially be consistent, the
content of each section should vary to keep
interest and motivation high. Ask players
for suggestions on what and how they
would like to work and then design activity
that satisfies their needs.
You might
introduce a typical “game situation” and
ask them to play certain shot patterns.
Once you’ve agreed together how to
improve their performance, structure a
workout to isolate a certain skill or
combination of skills that would benefit
from extended work. Your players will
immediately see the relevance to their
match play and be eager to master the
skills. Give them a chance then to practice
these newly improved skills in a practice
match and reward them for improved
performance through points or other
rewards.
Practice with Players of All Levels
Finally, as a coach, you want your players
to be able to practice with other players of
various skill levels. This will help them
adapt to different game styles. They can
work on new patterns of play or
weaknesses when playing someone who is
not as good as they are. When playing
someone of a similar level, your players
can focus on playing percentage tennis and
learning to relax under pressure. And of
course, playing better players will help
them play more consistently, utilise their
strongest shots and try to reduce errors.
In Conclusion
Adding these seven components of skill
learning will help your players get the most
out of their practice sessions and hopefully
enjoy seeing rapid improvement in their
games.

Complex Training for Tennis
By Machar Reid (ITF Assistant Development Research Officer) and Miguel Crespo (ITF Development Research Officer)
Introduction
Upon reading the title, many different
things might spring to a reader’s mind …
one might interpret complex training to
require players to hit blindfolded while
another might associate it with players
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drilling and simultaneously rehearsing
some Shakespeare! Well, fortunately (or
unfortunately, depending on your like of
17th century literature!), complex training is
nothing quite that abstract.
Contextually in tennis training, it relates

to the sequencing of a heavier resistive
exercise with a “matched” (mechanically
similar yet less-resistive) plyometric
exercise (Ebben and Watts, 1998). The
“complexing”
of
strength
and
power/plyometric training in this way has

Goals

Improve rate of force development in
specific muscle groups of the legs and
lower trunk to increase racquet and
movement velocity

Develop power in specific musculature
of the arms and trunk to increase
racquet velocity

Set 1** - “Strength”

Set 2** - “Power”

Squats

Squat jumps or vertical jumps
(own bodyweight)

Squats

Jump smashes

Standing calf raises

Straight line bounding or pogo jumps for
height on the spot, concentrating on
minimising foot-ground contact time (FGCT)

Forward lunges

Drop lunges or split squat jumps.
Minimise FGCT

Romanian dead lift

Standing long jumps for distance

1 arm rotational row

Sidearm FH or BH medicine ball throws

3 point weighted trunk rotations
(on physio ball)

Square stance FH’s or BH’s hit with
maximum speed

Pull-overs

Overarm medicine ball throws
(simulating service motion) for
maximum distance

Open stance sidearm medicine
ball throws ##

Open stance FH’s or (2H) BH’s hit with
maximum speed

Overarm single arm weighted
ball throws (i.e. 1kg ball) ##

Tennis serves hit with maximum speed

** If readers are unfamiliar with any of the exercises listed, please refer to texts like ITF Strength and Conditioning for Tennis or consult your local strength and conditioning specialist.

been suggested to provide for greater
improvements in power than either of
these two training mediums on their own
(Young et al., 1998). Theoretically the
resistance work stimulates the central
nervous system such that a very high
number of Type IIb fibres are activated.
This activation is then applied to the
subsequent plyometric exercise, leading to
an enhanced training effect.
Complexing strength/power training
Is complex training new to tennis? The
short and correct answer is no! It may not
have always been called complex training
but in principle it’s existed for decades.
Accounts of past players swinging racquets
still in their covers or with weights
attached, as part of their training, are not
uncommon (Hohm, 1987). By combining
these simple training techniques with
normal strokeplay, the players were in
effect performing a strength set (swings
with resistance) followed by a power set
(normal swings) or in other words,
complex training! (Schonborn, 1999)
In the following table, we will detail 10
complexes that can be performed with
players. Some will require gym equipment
and space, while others can be undertaken
on court. Coaches and players should
always seek specialist help to provide for
appropriate exercise prescription and
technique. As general rules however, the
resistance of strength sets (Set 1) should be
close to a player’s maximum (1RM) and
power sets (Set 2) between 30-60% of
1RM; the repetition and set ranges should
be 1-5 and 3-5 respectively; and the rest
periods between sets should approximate
1-3 minutes depending on the training
phase. Also, some tennis players, in a shift
away from Complex Training in its purest

form, will complex such that Set 1
comprises of a stroke-related plyometric
exercise and Set 2, an actual stroke (as
represented
by
exercises
with
accompanying ## in the table). In these
instances, the equipment used should
allow for movement speed in Set 1 to be
maximal (Schonborn and Van der Meer,
1999).
What about complex speed and agility
training?
Complexing can also be applied to
speed/agility training in much the same
way as it is to strength and power training
(Schonborn et al., 2000). In fact, all forms
of overspeed/overload or resisted running
are essentially ways of complexing
movement training. The use of running
sleds, parachutes, pulley systems,
harnesses, weighted vests, etc allow
players to perform their “strength sets” and
then complete their “power/speed sets”
devoid of any additional weight or
impedance.
Summary
In modern tennis, power is at a premium.
While appropriate strength work is a
foundational and injury preventative must,
the rate at which force is developed (RFD)
in many strength exercises is not specific
to tennis. For example it takes around
400msec to develop maximum force
during a bench press, yet the
forwardswing of a tennis forehand will last
little over 120msec. Complex training
however, where strength exercises are
paired with mechanically comparable
plyometric exercises, may negotiate this
conundrum such that power in tennis
stroke and movement production can be
increased.
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When “complexing”, performance of a set of
jump squats or jump smashes would be
preceded by a set of a heavier resistance
exercise such as the conventional back squat.
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